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It is my pleasure to introduce to you our non-profit 501(c)3 organization,
DC Dogos Inc. All of us involved with DC Dogos are animal lovers with a
strong passion to help and save Dogo Argentinos nationwide. We have a
brilliant volunteer staff that dedicates their time at no cost to the rescue,
our compensation is simply knowing that we can make a difference to
saving many lives.
DC Dogos Inc. was established in 2013 as the number of dogos needing
rescue began to rise. Many people buy Dogos due to their stunning
appearance and loving personalities that they see all over the internet. By
2 years of age they realize that the strength and dominance of this breed
beyond their abilities. When we take these Dogos into our rescue they
receive full medical care, necessary surgeries, loving in-home fosters, and
most importantly, training to ensure success in their new homes.
We are contacted almost daily about dogos that need our help. The dogos
in our rescue have been saved from kill shelters, neglected homes,
abandonment, dumped, dog fighters, irresponsible owners, and sometimes from situations where
owners simply cannot keep the pet. Many of them are used as breeding factories then discarded while
others get the same fate because they didn’t make it as a hunting dog. Recently, we see an increase of
puppy and adult deaf dogos needing our help in rescue as well.
Donations to DC Dogos are tax exempt and the money truly goes to the dogs! We take in an average of
6 dogos a month and our medical, temporary boarding, and training expenses each month run
approximately $2,000. Severe medical cases can cost the rescue in upwards of $3,000 or more depending
on the nature of the injuries or condition. We care for the dogs as if they are our own pets and our goal is
to get them the care they deserve!
The funds we’ve received help pay to save and transport Diego, who was abandoned after Hurricane
Maria in Puerto Rico, then Ivy, who’s family left her behind and new homeowner burned lit her doghouse
on fire, and Abel who was dumped out of a truck in a remote area to fend for himself. All these dogs and
others received the medical care they needed, and the new fosters and adopters get the training support
necessary to make these dogs even more amazing!
Our success stories come at a cost and we need generous supporters to help us, so we can help the dogos
who need us. Thank you for considering supporting our rescue and please visit our website and Facebook
page for updates!

Pamela Fay

Executive Director

Dedicated to Saving Dogos!
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